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ABSTRACT 
The community detection algorithms based on label propagation (LPA) receive broad attention for the advantages of near-linear 
complexity and no prerequisite for any object function or cluster number. However, the propagation of labels contains uncertainty 
and randomness, which affects the accuracy and stability of the LPA algorithm. In this study, we propose an efficient detection 
method based on COPRA with Time-sequence (COPRA_TS). Firstly, the labels are sorted according to a new label importance 
measure. Then, the label of each vertex is updated according to time-sequence topology measure. The experiments on both the 
artificial datasets and the real-world datasets demonstrate that the quality of communities discovered by COPRA_TS algorithm is 
improved with a better stability. At last some future research topics are given. 
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INTRODUCTION OF MING THE SOCIAL NETWORKS 
In a social system, individuals tend to group with others who are like-minded or with whom they interact more regularly and 
intensely than others. Examples include the Internet, the world-wide-web, social and biological systems of various kinds, and 
many others [2][21][27]. This process leads to the formation of communities. Community discovery is a classical problem in 
social network analysis, where the goal is to discover related groups of members such that intra-community associations are 
denser than the associations between communities. Furthermore, actors with interests and purposes in different fields result in 
overlapped communities. For instance, overlapping features can be observed in scientific collaboration networks in which 
scientists participate in multiple disciplines [23]. This, in fact, is quite evident today. Community detection has diverse 
applications including the prediction of forthcoming events, activities or developments, business intelligence, campaign 
management, infrastructure management, churn prediction, etc. 
 
Generally, a community is a sub-graph of a collection of members in a social network. Many complex systems in nature and 
society can be described in terms of networks or graphs. Complex networks are usually characterized by several distinctive 
properties: power law degree distribution, short path length, clustering and community structure. The problem becomes important 
because complex system’s dynamics is actually determined by the interaction of many components and the topological properties 
of the network will affect the dynamics in a very fundamental way. A vast number of overlapping community detection methods 
have been developed, especially in the last few years. These include modularity based methods [7][15][22], spectral based 
methods [9][13][14][20] and matrix factorization based methods [10][24][28]. Matrix factorization methods such as Non-
Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [16], can be used to classify nodes into corresponding communities. For example, Wang 
et al. [28] propose various NMF frameworks that can be used in overlapping community detection. Also, Zarei et al. [32], 
proposed a NMF-based method to detect overlapping communities using Laplacian matrix of a given network. NMF can also be 
used to detect communities on large networks [30]. However, the paramount drawback of such methods is, the number of 
communities must be known in advance, which is often not feasible. 
 
To overcome the above mentioned challenge, several NMF-based method like, Bayesian NMF [24], Bounded Non-Negative 
Matrix Tri-Factorization[33] and Binary matrix factorization [19][34] have been proposed. Nodes in Bayesian NMF are classified 
into corresponding communities using Bayesian NMF and the number of communities present in the network is defined as the 
inner rank of network relation graph. Bounded Non-Negative Matrix Tri-factorization [33], uses the stated method to detect 
overlapped communities. Binary matrix factorization, such Symmetric Binary Matrix Factorization (SBMF) (19,20) uses 
optimized NMF methods on binary matrices to detect communities in the network. For instance, Zhang et al. [34] proposed an 
overlapping community detection method using SBMF. In SBMF [34], partition density [1] is used to compute the number of 
communities present in the network. Although these methods can be extended in link communities [5][12], they are still 
characterized by limited resolution and high computation complexity. 
 
One of the fastest algorithms proposed to date is the label propagation algorithm (LPA) of Raghavan et al[25] well as its near-
linear time complexity (for sparse networks), it is very simple and has no parameters. However, like most community detection 
algorithms, it can detect only disjoint communities. In this paper, we propose an algorithm that generalizes the LPA based on 
Time-sequence to find overlapping communities. It takes a parameter, r, which controls the potential degree of overlap between 
communities. The LPA is essentially a special case of the proposed algorithm with r=1.The section 3 describes the COPRA_TS 
algorithm. 
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RELATED WORKS 
Basic Concepts 
Suppose that G = (V, E) is an undirected network, where V = {v1 ,v2 ...,vn} is a non-empty set of n vertices, E, is the set of edges 
eij∈ E, such that each edge connects vertices vi and vj . The value of n = |V| and m = |E| is the total number of vertices and edges 
respectively, that are present in a network. 
 
Detecting Communities By Label Propagation 
The LPA algorithm can be described very simply. Each vertex is associated with a label, which is an identifier such as an integer. 
 
1. To initialize, every vertex is given a unique label. 
 
2. Then, repeatedly, each vertex x updates its label by replacing it by the label used by the greatest number of neighbors. If more 
than one label is used by the same maximum number of neighbors, one of them is chosen randomly. After several iterations, the 
same label tends to become associated with all members of a community. 
 
3. All vertices with the same label are added to one community. 
 
The propagation phase does not always converge to a state in which all vertices have the same label in successive iterations. To 
ensure that the propagation phase terminates, Raghavan et al propose the use of “asynchronous” updating, whereby vertex labels 
are updated according to the previous label of some neighbors and the updated label of others. Vertices are placed in some random 
order. x’s new label in the tth iteration is based on the labels of the neighbors that precede x in the tth iteration and the labels of its 
neighbors that follow x in the (t-1)th iteration. The algorithm terminates when every vertex has a label that is one of those that are 
used by a maximum number of neighbors. 
 
The algorithm produces groups that contain all vertices sharing the same label. These groups are not necessarily connected, in the 
sense that there is a path between every pair of vertices in the group passing only through vertices in the same group. Since 
communities are generally required to be connected, Raghavan et al propose a final phase that splits the groups into one or more 
connected communities. 
 
The time complexity of the algorithm is almost linear in the network size. Initialization takes time O(n), each iteration takes time 
O(m), and the time for processing disconnected communities is O(m+n). The number of iterations required is harder to predict, but 
Raghavan et al claim that five iterations is sufficient to classify 95% of vertices correctly. 
 
Leung etal [17] have analysed the LPA algorithm in more detail. They compare asynchronous with synchronous updating, 
whereby the new label of each vertex in the ith iteration is always based on the labels of its neighbors in the (i-1)th iteration. They 
found that synchronous updating requires more iterations than asynchronous updating, but is “much more stable”. They also 
propose restraining the propagation of labels to limit the size of communities, and a similar technique to allow detection of 
hierarchical communities. Both Refs. [10] and [16] hint at the possibility of detecting overlapping communities, but neither 
extends the algorithm to find them. COPRA [11] modified the classic LPA [17] such that each node can retain multiple labels in 
order to find overlapped community structure. But it imposes the number of communities a node participates in as a restriction, 
which is not the case in real network [29]. Furthermore, the method is deterministic i.e., the results are not dependent on the 
sequence in which the nodes are considered. This is also a problem in [3][6][8][11][15].We do this in the next section. 
 
NEIGHBORHOOD TOPOLOGY METHOD 
Problem Definition 
For each node vi ∈V, N(vi ) is a set of all vertices adjacent to vi . In other words, N(vi ) is the neighborhood set of vertex vi . Or, N(vi ) 
= { vk | (vi , vk ) ∈E}. The value of δ(vi ) denotes the degree of the vertex vi . Adjacency matrix, A, of a graph, G, represents a relation 
between nodes where, Aij = 1, if there is an edge between vi and vj and Aij = 0 otherwise. And then let Ni (vj ) be the within 
community neighborhood of node vj defined for community Si ∈S(vj ) as follows: Ni (vj ) = { vk | (vj , vk ) ∈E∧ vk ∈Si }. Furthermore, 
to measure the importance of its community Si, neighborhood connectedness is defined by FOCS
[4] 
for a node vj as the ratio of the 
size of its within community neighborhood to the size of its (overall) neighborhood.  i   N (v ) / N (v ) . This score emphasizes 
on the fraction of neighborhood of node vi that is present within the community Si . 
 
In the COPRA
[11] 
method, initially a vertex label identifies a single community to which the vertex belongs. And then it extends the 
label and propagation step to include information about more than one community: each vertex can belong to up to v communities, 
where v is the parameter of the algorithm. Alternatively, each vertex x is labeled with a set of pairs (c, b), where c is a community 
identifier and b is a belonging coefficient, indicating the strength of x’s membership of community c, such that all belonging 
coefficients for x sum to 1. 
 
The driving principle for this paper is that communities are initiated by the interest of individuals, and influenced by their 
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neighbors and neighboring communities. Those that find enough common interest may choose to stay and have more connectivity. 
The communities then expand further as the process is iterated by the newly added ones. 
 
Neighborhood Overlapped Community Detection Algorithm Based on Label Time-sequence 
Initial Communities 
Initially every node vi ,  i∈{1,2,…,|V|}, that has at least K neighbors, builds a community Si with its neighbors. The number of 
communities thus is equal to the number of nodes with degree greater than K. In this way each node becomes a part of the 
communities initiated by itself and by its neighbors as well, allowing overlap between the communities at the initiation. This 
approach further helps a node participating in multiple communities to selectively stay in more than one community based on high 
connectedness scores (or leave the rest), simultaneously. 
 
Label Time-Sequence 
By adopting the aforementioned labels of node vi along each iteration Li = {l1 , l2 , … , lt} , we can comprehensively use the 
information in the entire network. Moreover, a weight value is assigned to each node as follows. A node will choose to add its label 
by calculating the longest common subsequence in a social community topology. For example, as shown in the Figure 1, all of 
nodes around the core one have the longest common subsequence (2, 5). Therefore, all of the members of this community add a 
new label “7” to their label sequence and reorder them by its time sequence appeared in the algorithm. 
 
(1, 2, 5) (1, 2, 5, 7) 
 
(3, 1, 2, 5, 6) (3, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7) 
 
(6, 1, 2, 5, 3, 4)  
 
(1, 6, 2, 5) 
 
(2, 5) 
(6, 1, 2, 5, 3, 4, 7)  
(2, 5, 7) 
(1, 6, 2, 5, 7) 
 
Figure 1. The procedure of label time-sequence 
 
Model 
 
Algorithm Neighborhood Overlapped Community Detection Based on Label Time-sequence 
 
Input:G = (V, E): input graph, k: maximum common sequence allowed overlap between communities 
Output: S = {Si |Si ⊆V and Si is a community} 
Auxiliary Variables:n = |V|, N(v) = neighbors of node v, Addedi = Nodes added to community Si in last 
round 
1. For each vertex x: 
old.x ← {(x,1)}. 
2. For each vertex x: 
Propagate(x,old,new). 
3. If id(old) = id(new); 
min ← mc(min,count(new)). 
Else: 
min ← count(new). 
4. If min ≠ oldmin: 
Old ← new. 
Oldmin ← min. 
Repeat from step 2. 
5. For each vertex x: 
Ids ← id(old x). 
For each c in ids: 
If, for some m, (c,m) is in coms, (c,i) in sub; 
coms ← coms - {(c,m)}∪{(c,m)}∪{x}}. 
LCS(coms,subs). 
Else: 
coms ← coms∪{c,{x}}. 
sub ← sub∪{(c,ids)}. 
6. For each (c,v) in sub: 
  If i ≠ { }: coms ← coms - {c,m}.  
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7. Split disconnected communities in coms. 
 
Figure 2. The COPRA_TS algorithm 
 
Experiments And Comparisons 
In this section, we apply the algorithm COPRA_TS to two real-world complex networks, namely, Zachary’s karate club dataset 
[31] and the Dolphin social network [18]. Girvan and Newman [21] proposed the concept of modularity, which is mainly based on 
the assumption that a community structure is not found in random graphs. However, modularity has some trouble dealing with 
overlapping community structures, so Chen et al. [26] extended and then redefined it as follows: 
 
   ,
1 1
[ ]
2 2
i i
v w
vw
i v c w c v w
k k
EQ A
m O O m 
  
                                                                   (1) 
In Eq.(1), A represents the adjacency matrix, ku and kv are the degrees of nodes u and v respectively, c is the set of all communities 
and m is the total number of nodes in the networks. 
 
Experiment On Zachary’s Karate Club Dataset 
Zachary’s karate club dataset is the social network of a karate club at an American university that reflects the relationship among 
its 34 members. The graph has 34 nodes and 78 edges. Each node represents two members of the club that frequently join 
activities together. 
 
The experiment result on Zachary’s karate club dataset is shown in Table 1. We found that the community detection result derived 
from our proposed algorithm is the same as the COPRAalgorithm. However, the speed of detecting community is much lower than 
the CPM. 
 
Table 1. Community detection result on Zachary’s karate club dataset 
 CPM COPRA COPRA_TS 
EQ 0.265 0.459 0.462 
Time(s) 0.098 0.168 0.147 
 
Experiment On The Dolphin Social Network 
The Dolphin social network refers to the relationship formed by a group of bottlenose dolphins that live in Doubtful Sound Gulf, 
New Zealand. The dolphin group consists of two families. A total of 62 nodes and 159 edges are present in the network. 
 
The experiment result on the Dolphin social network is shown in Table 2. In table 2, the new algorithm is found to improve the 
quality of the community. When the network is more complex, the superiority is more obvious. 
 
Table 2. Modular degree of EQ in dataset 
datasets LAP COPRA_TS EQ-Increasing/% 
Zachary’s 0.3653 0.3762 2.2 
the Dolphin 0.4770 0.6139 4.5 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented an algorithm, COPRA_TS, to detect overlapping communities in networks by label propagation. It is based on 
time-sequence of the labels propagated in every iterations condition that permits “synchronous updating”. COPRA_TS is 
guaranteed to terminate, and usually terminate with a good solution especially on giant networks. COPRA_TS inherits some 
theoretical drawbacks that the original COPRA has. We note that many the recent improvements to the LPA and COPRA may also 
be applicable to COPAR_TS. And it can compromise the idea of Hausdorff distance and LCS in trajectory classification in the 
near future. 
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